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Recent Progress in Hevea Propagation



Propagation in Object-oriented Buddings

Currently green buddings are mainly planting materials in China.
 
 Main objects for rubber propagation currently
 Developing  strong buddings, which sizes in plant height and root 

length  are proper when taking out of nursery and labor-friendly 
after planting in the field.

 Labor-saving in the process of propagtion, due to  salary-rising  of 
nursery workers and  less budding workers  for  low price of rubber. 

 Reducing environmental pollution, such as  polybag and  media 
consuming  amounts of surface soils.
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Green budding

Budded time:  Rootstock diameter 1-2cm, 1yr after sowing seeds



Green budding
Green budding hinge to the size of rootstocks and the stage of the top 
leaf whorl. Normally it takes three times to finish budding ,which ratio  
the first time is 40-50% ,the second and the third are 70%. So the 
nursery land of green budding is taken up for  2 years .

First  time 
buddding 40-
50% , and the 

second and the 
third tme 

buddding 70%. 



Mini-seedling budding

Budded time:  Rootstock diameter 1-2mm, 20-25d after sowing seeds

Clean  off soil Peel bud patch Insert bud patch Transplanting



Advantages  of mini-seedling budding

Avoiding weather effect on 
budding.  For our nursery this 
year, typhoons and heavy rain 
i n   J u ly  a n d   Au g u s t  h ave 
delayed budding plans.

Seed trays reduce harm to the 
root system when transplating.



Advantages  of mini-seedling budding

 Reducing 10-30% area of nursery in 
comparion with green budding.

 Budding at the room and 
transferring to plant after surviving. 

 Rootstocks can be cut back at one 
time when the diameter of  
rootstocks are strong enough and 
then be cleaned away immediately, 
which help to manage the nursery 
land. 

8–10 months 

5-6 months 

2-3 months 



Advantages  of mini-seedling budding

Less harm to the root system at propagation.
Improving sapling quality, shorter propagation 
time and the better developed root system 
when out of  the nursery.
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Budded stump and green budding harm roots at the whole of  
propagation.

Mini-seedling budding  harm  roots  at the second step.  



Advantages  of mini-seedling budding

At the same of budding, the bigger diameter of the rootstocks, 
the stronger  the buddings.



Budded plants raised in small polytube

 Materials ——mini-seedling buddings



Budded plants raised in small polytube
 Materials——green buddings



Budded plants raised in small polytube

 Degradable polytube , which can be degradable in 6 months.



Budded plants raised in small polytube

 The root system is visible and uniform when taking out of the nursery. 



Budded plants with 6-8  leaf whorls raised 
in root-trainer
 Easy to control tap root when growing in the air.
 Less labor charge in the nursery.



Budded plants with 6-8  leaf whorls raised 
in root-trainer

 Root –trainer
 Cut partial roots out of root-

trainer when  taking out of the 
nursery.



Digging a hole

Pulling out the 
sapling

Setting sapling

Field Planting for Polytube 



Field Planting for Large-sized Buddings 
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Field Planting
 Using planting machines to dig 

holes.
 Time-saving  and labor-friendly.



Thanks !


